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Sh Deepak Jain meeting with Sh Arun Kumar Panda, IAS, Secretary MSME Ministry, Govt. of
India.
Sh. Deepak Jain delivering his address on the occasion of National Executive Meeting held on
14th and 15th April 2018 at Patna.
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India, Pak agree to resolve issue of treatment of diplomats
Luxury public toilet built on driving route in Norway
Car drives into crowd in Germany's Munster, four killed
Trade dispute escalates as Trump threatens $100 bn more in China tariffs
India lauds US move to declare Hafiz Saeed's party terror org

Maldives returns 'Dhruv' helicopter gifted by India
Shooting at YouTube headquarters injures 4; suspect dead
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♦

SC dismisses all petitions filed over CBSE paper leak
Don’t meddle with country’s security issues: Centre to SC
Mortal remains of 38 Indians killed in Iraq arrive in India
Supreme Court refuses to stay its order on SC/ST Act
I&B ministry withdraws press release on fake news

Special status to J&K not a temporary provision: SC

♦ 2018 Commonwealth Games
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UIDAI launches Virtual ID service to mask Aadhaar number
Man arrested for cheating investors in Rs 2,000 cr bitcoin Ponzi scheme
Power to people: Discoms to pay for unplanned outages, says RK Singh
Mukesh Ambani, four other Indians in Bloomberg Billionaires Index's top 100
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Railways records less than 100 accidents 1st time in 35 yrs
Trial run of 1st India-B'desh container train flagged off

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
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NASA completes test launch of Mars landing parachute
What happens to satellites that don't burn when falling to Earth? 0.
Google installing 9,656 km undersea cable between Japan, Aus
Tesla criticized for revealing Autopilot was on during crash
Singapore plans to test facial recognition tech on lampposts

Most powerful facial recognition system underway in China
Mercury-like exoplanet with surface temp of 2,000ºC found
After ‘cardiac arrest’, Rs 270 crore Gsat-6A cruising on silently
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Facebook removes 273 Russian agency-linked accounts, pages
Facebook to send Cambridge Analytica data-use notices
I started Facebook, I run it, I’m responsible: Zuckerberg

♦
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♦

There is a museum inside a retired Indian Navy aircraft
India ready to transfer crucial anti-tank missile technology to private industry
₹639-cr deal signed for 1.86L bullet proof jackets for Army
Jawan sets push-up world record 15 yrs post minefield injury

♦
♦
♦
♦

Government in talks with RBI to propose fresh relief measures under NPA framework
Frauds cost ₹18,170 crore to Indian banks in FY17: Report
India can do a Silicon Valley in 5 years: World Bank
Barclays to pay $2 billion to settle US fraud case
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♦
♦
♦
♦

♦

SME Khabar
SME Khabar(TIHCL)
MSME ministry to soon launch a portal to certify creditworthiness of MSMEs
Flipkart Co-founder-backed meal box startup raises $4 mn
More than 14,000 women entrepreneurs spearheaded projects sanctioned in 2016-17: Giriraj
Singh

Zomato revenue doubles to ₹399 crore in FY17: Report
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Air India disinvestment: How to make Maharaja rule the skies again
India climbs 13 spots to 130 in Economic Freedom Index
CAs, company secretaries may face SEBI action for failure to flag lapses

♦
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♦
♦

India, Nepal decide to upgrade road and cross-border rail links
Electric Vehicle Summit to take place in Delhi on 18th-19th June
India’s manufacturing sector activity falls to 5-month low in March
E-way bill rollout very successful; no glitch so far: Government

♦ Starbucks, other coffees must carry cancer warning: US court

♦
♦

Steve Smith doesn't look to me a cheat: Gautam Gambhir
CWG 2018: With 66 medals, India’s third most successful Games

♦
♦
♦
♦

Salman Khan gets 5-year jail term
Salman Khan released from jail after getting bail in blackbuck poaching case
Baaghi 2 becomes India's 2nd highest weekend grosser of 2018
Can't show audience cheap ₹2 thing: Bhumi on web shows

♦
♦

Pregnant woman rescued from 800 ft gorge in Maharashtra
Elderly couple saved from approaching train by RPF constable
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